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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ACTIVATING AND DEACTIVATING SECONDARY COMPONENT 
CARRIER IN CARRIER AGGREGATION

(57) The present invention relates to communication
technology. Disclosed are a method and device for acti-
vating and deactivating a secondary component carrier
(SCC) in carrier aggregation. When the cache data vol-
ume reported by an RLC reaches an activation data vol-
ume threshold, increasing the count value of an SCC
activation counter instead of directly activating an SCC;
when determining that a monitor condition is met, and if

the ratio of the count value of the SCC activation counter
and the report times of the RLC reaches a set activation
threshold, then indicating that the cache data volumes
reported for multiple times all reach the activation data
volume threshold, and then activating the SCC, thus
avoiding multiple activations and deactivations during a
short time, and improving SCC rate stability.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 201310201523.8 filed with the State
Intellectual Property Office of People’s Republic of China
on May 27, 2013 and entitled "Method and device for
activating and deactivating secondary component carrier
in carrier aggregation", the content of which is hereby
incorporated by reference in its entirety.

FIELD

[0002] The present application relates to communica-
tion technologies, and particularly to a secondary com-
ponent carrier activating and deactivating method and
device in carrier aggregation.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Carrier aggregation technology is introduced in
the Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-Advanced)
system, and aggregating two or more basic carriers, it
meets the bandwidth requirement for the LTE-Advance
system. In carrier aggregation, each User Equipment
(UE) may be assigned with multiple carrier components
(CCs), which are used for communication with large data
load.
[0004] When a Secondary Component Carrier (SCC)
is activated, the UE will transmit a Sounding Reference
Symbol (SRS) and report a Channel Quality Indica-
tor/Precoding Matrix Indicator/Rank Indicator
(CQI/PMI/RI) in a Secondary Cell (SCell) according to
the configuration. The UE will also monitor the Physical
Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) in the SCell. When
the data load of the UE is not heavy and the SCC is not
required, the UE will nonetheless perform blind detection,
which consumes the power to the UE and lowers the
efficiency. In this condition, it requires to deactivate the
SCC.
[0005] Specifically, after the SCC is deactivated, the
UE will:

(1) stop transmitting the SRS in the SCell;
(2) stop reporting the CQI/PMI/RI in the SCell;
(3) stop sending the Physical Uplink Shared Channel
(PUSCH) in the SCell;
(4) stop monitoring the PDCCH in the SCell; and
(5) stop monitoring control information of the SCell
from the PDCCH over a scheduled carrier during
cross-carrier scheduling.

[0006] After the SCC is activated, the UE will:

(1) transmit the SRS in the SCell according to the
configuration;

(2) report the CQI/PMI/RI in the SCell according to
the configuration;

(3) monitor the PDCCH in the SCell, and receive
PUSCH data according to scheduling information;
and

(4) monitor control information of the SCell from the
PDCCH over a scheduled carrier during cross-car-
rier scheduling.

[0007] Currently, activation and deactivation actions
are performed according to data load per millisecond,
therefore it is likely to perform multiple activation and de-
activation actions within a short time. Because schedul-
ing of an SCC has to wait until ACK (confirmation) for
data packet of a Media Access Control Control Element
(MAC CE) is feedback, excessive activation and deacti-
vation actions may influence the velocity stability of the
SCC.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0008] Embodiments in this disclosure disclose a
method of and a device for activating and deactivating
an SCC in carrier aggregation, to improve the velocity
stability of the SCC.
[0009] A method of activating an SCC in carrier aggre-
gation, including:

Media Access Control (MAC) monitoring a cache da-
ta volume reported each time by Radio Link Control
(RLC), and when the cache data volume reaches an
activation data threshold, increasing a count value
of an SCC activating counter; and
when a monitoring requirement is met and a ratio of
the count value of the SCC activating counter and a
value of reported times of the RLC reaches a preset
activating threshold, activating the SCC.

[0010] Preferably, the monitoring requirement is met
when:

a monitoring cycle is reached; or
the value of the reported times of the RLC reaches
the preset activating threshold.

[0011] Preferably, the activating the SCC includes:

transmitting by the MAC over a Primary Component
Carrier (PCC) a MAC CE for activation in carrier ag-
gregation; and
after confirming downlink data packets of the MAC
CE are correctly communicated, the MAC sending
an SCC activation message to RLC of a primary cell
and MAC of a secondary cell.

[0012] Preferably, after activating the SCC, the method
further includes:

the MAC receiving a cache data volume reported
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again by the RLC;
the MAC multiplying the cache data volume reported
again by the RLC with a preset factor, and scheduling
resources according to the product from the multi-
plying.

[0013] A method of deactivating an SCC in carrier ag-
gregation, including:

MAC monitoring a cache data volume reported each
time by RLC, and when the cache data volume is
below a deactivation data volume threshold, increas-
ing a count value of an SCC deactivating counter;
and
when a monitoring requirement is met and a ratio of
the count value of the SCC deactivating counter and
a value of reported times of the RLC reaches a preset
deactivating threshold, deactivating the SCC.

[0014] Preferably, the monitoring requirement is met
when:

a monitoring cycle is reached; or

the value of the reported times of the RLC reaches
the preset deactivating threshold.

[0015] Preferably, the deactivating the SCC includes:

MAC transmitting over a PCC a MAC CE for deac-
tivation in carrier aggregation; and

after confirming downlink data packets of the MAC
CE are correctly communicated, the MAC sending
an SCC deactivation message to RLC of a primary
cell and MAC of a secondary cell.

[0016] A device for activating an SCC in carrier aggre-
gation, including:

an activation monitoring component configured to
monitor a cache data volume reported each time by
RLC, and when the cache data volume reaches an
activation data volume threshold, to increase a count
value of an SCC activating counter; and

an activation component configured to activate the
SCC when a monitoring requirement is met and a
ratio of the count value of the SCC activating counter
and a value of reported times of the RLC reaches a
preset activating threshold.

[0017] Preferably, the activation component deter-
mines that the monitoring requirement is met when:

the activation component determines that a monitor-
ing cycle is reached; or
the activation component determines that the value

of the reported times of the RLC reaches the preset
activating threshold.

[0018] Preferably, the activation component is config-
ured to activate the SCC by:

transmitting over a PCC a MAC CE for activation in
carrier aggregation; and
after confirming downlink data packets of the MAC
CE are correctly communicated, sending an SCC
activation message to RLC of a primary cell and MAC
of the secondary cell.

[0019] Preferably, after activating the SCC, the activa-
tion component is further configured to:

receive a cache data volume reported again by the
RLC; and

multiply the cache data volume reported again by
the RLC with a preset factor, and schedule resources
according to the product.

[0020] A device for activating an SCC in carrier aggre-
gation, including:

a processor configured to execute a computer pro-
gram with the following functions: monitoring a cache
data volume reported each time by RLC, and when
the cache data volume reaches an activation data
volume threshold, increasing a count value of an
SCC activating counter; and when a monitoring re-
quirement is met and a ratio of the count value of the
SCC activating counter and a value of reported times
of the RLC reaches a preset activating threshold,
activating the SCC; and

a storage device configured to store the code of said
computer program.

[0021] A device for deactivating an SCC in carrier ag-
gregation, including:

a deactivation monitoring component configured to
monitor a cache data volume reported each time by
RLC, and when the cache data volume is below a
deactivation data volume threshold, to increase a
count value of an SCC deactivating counter; and

a deactivation component configured to deactivate
the SCC when a monitoring requirement is met and
a ratio of the count value of the SCC deactivating
counter and a value of reported times of the RLC
reaches a preset deactivating threshold.

[0022] Preferably, the deactivation component deter-
mines that the monitoring requirement is met when:

3 4 
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the deactivation component determines that a mon-
itoring cycle is reached; or
the deactivation component determines that the val-
ue of the reported times of the RLC reaches the pre-
set deactivating threshold.

[0023] Preferably, the deactivation component is con-
figured to deactivate the SCC by:

transmitting over a PCC a MAC CE for deactivation
in carrier aggregation; and

after confirming downlink data packets of the MAC
CE are correctly communicated, sending an SCC
deactivation message to primary cell RLC and sec-
ondary cell MAC.

[0024] A device for deactivating an SCC in carrier ag-
gregation, including:

a processor configured to execute a computer pro-
gram with the following functions: monitoring a cache
data volume reported each time by RLC, and when
the cache data volume is below a deactivation data
volume threshold, increasing a count value of an
SCC deactivating counter; and when a monitoring
requirement is met and a ratio of the count value of
the SCC deactivating counter and a value of reported
times of the RLC reaches a preset deactivating
threshold, deactivating the SCC; and

a storage device configured to store the code of said
computer program.

[0025] Embodiments of the invention provide a method
of and a device for activating and deactivating SCC(s) in
carrier aggregation. When a cache data volume reported
by Radio Link Control (RLC) reaches an activating data
volume threshold, the SCC is not activated directly and
a count value of an SCC activating counter is increased;
when a monitoring requirement is met, and if a ratio of
the count value of the SCC activating counter and the
specific value of reported times of the RLC reaches a
preset activating threshold, it means that multiple report-
ed cache data volumes reach the activating data volume
threshold, and then the SCC is activated. Therefore, mul-
tiple activation and deactivation actions in a short time
are avoided, and velocity stability of the SCCs is im-
proved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

Fig. 1 is a flowchart of a method of activating an SCC
in carrier aggregation according to an embodiment.
Fig. 2 is a flowchart of a method of deactivating an
SCC in carrier aggregation according to an embod-

iment.
Fig. 3 is a structure illustration of a device for acti-
vating an SCC in carrier aggregation according to
an embodiment.
Fig. 4 is a structure illustration of a device for deac-
tivating an SCC in carrier aggregation according to
an embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0027] Embodiments of the invention provide a method
of and a device for activating and deactivating an SCC
in carrier aggregation. When a cache data volume re-
ported by RLC reaches an activating data volume thresh-
old, the SCC is not activated directly and a count value
of an SCC activating counter is increased; when a mon-
itoring requirement is met and a ratio of the count value
of the SCC activating counter and the specific value of
reported times of the RLC reaches a preset activating
threshold, it means that multiple reported cache data vol-
umes reach the activating data volume threshold, and
then the SCC is activated. Therefore, multiple activation
and deactivation actions in a short time are avoided, and
velocity stability of the SCCs is improved.
[0028] As shown in Fig. 1, a method of activating an
SCC in carrier aggregation according to an embodiment
includes the following operations.

Operation S101. Media Access Control (MAC) mon-
itors a cache data volume reported each time by
RLC, and when the cache data volume reaches an
activation data volume threshold, increases the
count value of an SCC activating counter;

Operation S102. When a monitoring requirement is
met, and if the ratio of the count value of the SCC
activating counter and the specific value of reported
times of the RLC reaches a preset activating thresh-
old, the SCC is activated.

[0029] The method of activating an SCC in carrier ag-
gregation is generally performed by primary component
carrier MAC.
[0030] When the ratio of the count value of the SCC
activating counter and the specific value of reported times
of the RLC reaches the preset activating threshold, it
shows a large number of large cache data volumes re-
ported by the RLC, and then the SCC is activated. The
activated SCC is not likely to be deactivated in a short
time period, therefore velocity stability of the SCC is im-
proved.
[0031] Said monitoring requirement may be preset as
reaching a monitoring cycle; or the value of the reported
times of the RLC reaches the preset activating threshold.
In operation S102, the monitoring requirement is deter-
mined to be met when:

the monitoring cycle is determined to be reached; or
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the value of the reported times of the RLC is deter-
mined to reach the preset activating threshold.

It is to be understood that those skilled in the art may
set appropriate monitoring requirements according
to individual situations, which are not stated here in
detail.

[0032] During activating the SCC, the MAC may trans-
mit over a Primary Component Carrier (PCC) a Media
Access Control Control Element (MAC CE) for activation
in carrier aggregation; and after confirming downlink data
packets of the MAC CE are correctly communicated, the
MAC sends an SCC activation message to primary cell
RLC and secondary cell MAC.
[0033] Additionally, after activating the SCC, the pri-
mary component carrier MAC receives a cache data vol-
ume reported again by the RLC, multiplies the cache data
volume reported again by the RLC with a preset factor,
and schedules resources according to the product from
the multiplying. Said factor may be predetermined ac-
cording to user working environment and a service re-
quirement, and typically is preferred to be between 0.5
to 0.8.
[0034] Based upon the same inventive idea, as shown
in Fig. 2, a method of deactivating an SCC in carrier ag-
gregation is further provided in an embodiment. The
method includes the following operations.

Operation S201. MAC monitors a cache data volume
reported each time by RLC, and when the cache
data volume is below a deactivation data volume
threshold, increases the count value of an SCC de-
activating counter;

Operation S202. When a monitoring requirement is
met, and if the ratio of the count value of the SCC
deactivating counter and the specific value of report-
ed times of the RLC reaches a preset deactivating
threshold, the SCC is deactivated.

[0035] Said method of deactivating an SCC in carrier
aggregation is generally performed by primary compo-
nent carrier MAC.
[0036] Similarly, in operation S202, the monitoring re-
quirement is determined to be met when:

a monitoring cycle is determined to be reached; or

the value of the reported times of the RLC is deter-
mined to reach the preset deactivating threshold.

[0037] In operation S202, the deactivating the SCC in-
cludes:

the MAC transmitting over a PCC a MAC CE for de-
activation in carrier aggregation; and
after confirming downlink data packets of the MAC

CE are correctly communicated, the MAC sending
an SCC deactivation message to RLC of the primary
cell and MAC of the secondary cell.

[0038] Specifically, in application, thresholds and
counters may be set as follows:

(1) ScellActiveThroughputThr represents the activa-
tion data volume threshold. When the value in Buffer
Occupy (BO) reported by RLC to MAC exceeds the
activation data volume threshold, the SCC activating
counter adds 1.
(2) ScellDeActiveThroughputThr represents the de-
activation data volume threshold. When the value in
BO number reported to MAC from RLC is below the
deactivation data volume threshold, the SCC deac-
tivating counter adds 1.
(3) ScellActiveThr represents the activating thresh-
old expressed in percent for SCC activation. When
the ratio calculated exceeds the activating threshold
expressed in percent for SCC activation, the SCC is
activated.
(4) ScellDeActiveThr represents the deactivating
threshold expressed in percent for SCC deactiva-
tion. When the ratio calculated exceeds the deacti-
vating threshold expressed in percent for SCC de-
activation, the SCC is deactivated.
(5) SccActiveNum represents the SCC activating
counter.
(6) SccDeActiveNum represents the SCC deactivat-
ing counter.
(7) BoMonitorNum represents the value of reported
times of the RLC reporting the cache data volume.
(8) T represents the monitoring cycle.

[0039] By monitoring and updating above thresholds,
MAC can timely track the working data volume of UE,
and determine whether it reaches the threshold of acti-
vation or deactivation, therefore to inform the UE, PCell
RLC and SCell MAC of information about subcarriers.
[0040] SCC activation and deactivation can be realized
as following:

(1) MAC monitors the size of the cache data volume
reported by RLC, updates relevant count value, per-
forms a calculation on the count value during the
interval of monitoring cycle, and determines whether
it attains the activating or deactivating threshold ex-
pressed in percent.

(2) The initial values of counters SccActiveNum, Sc-
cDeActiveNum and BoMonitorNum are 0. When
reaching a corresponding threshold, the value of a
corresponding counter adds 1; otherwise only Bo-
MonitorNum, which reflects the value of times of
monitoring, adds 1. The relevant counters are reset
after activation or deactivation.

7 8 
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(3) After confirming the downlink data packets of
SCC activation or deactivation MAC CE are correctly
communicated, MAC sends SCC status to RLC and
Secondary Cell (SCell) MAC via an interface mes-
sage, and continues to monitor the value of BO re-
ported by RLC.

[0041] Specifically, the method of activating or deacti-
vating a SCC in carrier aggregation in an embodiment
includes the following operations.

Operation 1: before an SCC is activated, MAC mon-
itors the size of the cache data volume (i.e., value of
BO) reported by RLC following the interval of moni-
toring cycle T. When a monitoring cycle starts, the
values of SccActiveNum and BoMonitorNum are re-
set to 0.

Operation 2: when the cache data volume exceeds
the activation data volume threshold ScellActive-
ThroughputThr, SccActiveNum and BoMonitorNum
are added by 1 respectively. If the cache data volume
is below the activation data volume threshold Scel-
lActiveThroughputThr, only BoMonitorNum is added
by 1.

Operation 2: when the cycle T is reached, and if Sc-
cActiveNum / BoMonitorNum * 100% > ScellActive-
Thr, MAC sends out carrier aggregation activation
MAC CE. After confirming the downlink data packets
of the MAC CE are correctly communicated, MAC
sends an SCC activation message to Primary Cell
(PCell) RLC and SCell MAC.

Operation 3: after the SCC is activated, when PCC
and SCC MAC performs scheduling after receiving
BO, to avoid over-allocation of resources, the BO
value reported by RLC is multiplied by a predeter-
mined factor, and resources are allocated according
to the product.

Operation 4: after the SCC is activated, the MAC
continues to monitor the BO value reported by RLC.
If the data volume is below the deactivation data vol-
ume threshold ScellDeActiveThroughputThr, Sc-
cDeActiveNum and BoMonitorNum are added by 1
respectively. If the data volume exceeds the deacti-
vation data volume threshold ScellDeActive-
ThroughputThr, only BoMonitorNum is added by 1.

Operation 5: when the cycle T is reached, and if Sc-
cDeActiveNum / BoMonitorNum * 100% > ScellDe-
ActiveThr, the MAC transmits over the PCC carrier
aggregation deactivation MAC CE. After confirming
the downlink data packets of the MAC CE are cor-
rectly communicated, the MAC sends an SCC de-
activation message to PCell RLC and SCell MAC.

[0042] Based upon the same inventive idea, as shown
in Fig. 3, a device for activating an SCC in carrier aggre-
gation is provided in an embodiment. The device may be
specifically MAC. The device includes the following com-
ponents.
[0043] An activation monitoring component 301 is con-
figured to monitor a cache data volume reported each
time by RLC, and when the cache data volume reaches
an activation data threshold, to increase the count value
of an SCC activating counter.
[0044] An activation component 302 is configured to
activate the SCC when a monitoring requirement is met
and a ratio of the count value of the SCC activating coun-
ter and the specific value of reported times of the RLC
reaches a preset activating threshold.
[0045] The activation component 302 determines that
the monitoring requirement is met when:

the activation component determines that a monitor-
ing cycle is reached; or
the activation component determines that the value
of the reported times of the RLC reaches the preset
activating threshold.

[0046] The activation component 302 is configured to
activate the SCC by:

transmitting over a PCC a carrier aggregation acti-
vation MAC CE; and

after confirming the downward data packets of the
MAC CE are correctly communicated, sending an
SCC activation message to Pcell RLC and SCell
MAC.

[0047] After activating the SCC, the activation compo-
nent 302 is further configured to:

receive a cache data volume reported again by RLC;
and

multiply the cache data volume reported again by
RLC with a preset factor, and schedule resources
according to the product.

[0048] As shown in Fig. 4, a device for deactivating an
SCC in carrier aggregation is provided in an embodiment.
The device may be specifically MAC. The device includes
the following components.
[0049] A deactivation monitoring component 401 is
configured to monitor a cache data volume reported each
time by RLC, and when the cache data volume is below
a deactivation data threshold, to increases a count value
of an SCC deactivating counter.
[0050] A deactivation component 402 is configured to
deactivate the SCC when a monitoring requirement is
met and a ratio of the count value of the SCC deactivating
counter and the specific value of reported times of the

9 10 
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RLC reaches a preset activating thresholds.
[0051] The deactivation component 402 determines
that the monitoring requirement is met when:

the deactivation component determines that the
monitoring cycle is reached; or
the deactivation component determines that the val-
ue of the reported times of the RLC reaches the pre-
set deactivating threshold.

[0052] The deactivation component 402 is configured
to deactivate the SCC by:

transmitting over a PCC a carrier aggregation deac-
tivation MAC CE; and
after confirming the downward data packets of the
MAC CE are correctly communicated, sending an
SCC deactivation message to PCell RLC and SCell
MAC.

[0053] Embodiments provide a method of and a device
for activating and deactivating an SCC in carrier aggre-
gation. When a cache data volume reported by RLC
reaches an activating data volume threshold, the SCC is
not activated directly and a count value of an SCC acti-
vating counter is increased; when a monitoring require-
ment is met, and if a ratio of the count value of the SCC
activating counter and the specific value of reported times
of the RLC reaches a preset activating threshold, it
means that multiple reported cache data volumes reach
the activating data volume threshold, and then the SCC
is activated. Therefore, multiple activation and deactiva-
tion actions in a short time are avoided, and velocity sta-
bility of the SCCs is improved.
[0054] Those skilled in the art shall appreciate that the
embodiments of the invention can be embodied as a
method, a system or a computer program product. There-
fore the invention can be embodied in the form of an all-
hardware embodiment, an all-software embodiment or
an embodiment of software and hardware in combina-
tion. Furthermore the invention can be embodied in the
form of a computer program product embodied in one or
more computer useable storage mediums (including but
not limited to a disk memory, a CD-ROM, an optical mem-
ory, etc.) in which computer useable program codes are
contained.
[0055] The invention has been described in a flow chart
and/or a block diagram of the method, the device (sys-
tem) and the computer program product according to the
embodiments of the invention. It shall be appreciated that
respective flows and/or blocks in the flow chart and/or
the block diagram and combinations of the flows and/or
the blocks in the flow chart and/or the block diagram can
be embodied in computer program instructions. These
computer program instructions can be loaded onto a gen-
eral-purpose computer, a specific-purpose computer, an
embedded processor or a processor of another program-
mable data processing device to produce a machine so

that the instructions executed on the computer or the
processor of the other programmable data processing
device create means for performing the functions spec-
ified in the flow(s) of the flow chart and/or the block(s) of
the block diagram.
[0056] These computer program instructions can also
be stored into a computer readable memory capable of
directing the computer or the other programmable data
processing device to operate in a specific manner so that
the instructions stored in the computer readable memory
create an article of manufacture including instruction
means which perform the functions specified in the
flow(s) of the flow chart and/or the block(s) of the block
diagram.
[0057] These computer program instructions can also
be loaded onto the computer or the other programmable
data processing device so that a series of operational
steps are performed on the computer or the other pro-
grammable data processing device to create a computer
implemented process so that the instructions executed
on the computer or the other programmable device pro-
vide steps for performing the functions specified in the
flow(s) of the flow chart and/or the block(s) of the block
diagram.
[0058] Although the preferred embodiments of the in-
vention have been described, those skilled in the art ben-
efiting from the underlying inventive concept can make
additional modifications and variations to these embod-
iments. Therefore the appended claims are intended to
be construed as encompassing the preferred embodi-
ments and all the modifications and variations coming
into the scope of the invention.
[0059] Evidently those skilled in the art can make var-
ious modifications and variations to the invention without
departing from the essence and scope of the invention.
Thus the invention is also intended to encompass these
modifications and variations thereto so long as the mod-
ifications and variations come into the scope of the claims
appended to the invention and their equivalents.

Claims

1. A method of activating a Secondary Component Car-
rier, SCC, in carrier aggregation, comprising:

Media Access Control, MAC, monitoring a
cache data volume reported each time by Radio
Link Control, RLC, and when the cache data vol-
ume reaches an activation data volume thresh-
old, increasing a count value of an SCC activat-
ing counter;
and
when a monitoring requirement is met and a ratio
of the count value of the SCC activating counter
and a value of reported times of the RLC reaches
a preset activating threshold, activating the
SCC.

11 12 
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2. The method of clam 1, wherein the monitoring re-
quirement is met when:

a monitoring cycle is reached;
or
the value of the reported times of the RLC reach-
es the preset activating threshold.

3. The method of clam 1, wherein the activating the
SCC comprises:

transmitting, by the MAC over a Primary Com-
ponent Carrier, PCC, a Media Access Control
Control Element, MAC CE for activation in car-
rier aggregation;
and
after confirming downlink data packets of the
MAC CE are correctly communicated, the MAC
sending an SCC activation message to primary
cell RLC and secondary cell MAC.

4. The method of clam 1, wherein after activating the
SCC, the method further comprises:

receiving, by the MAC, a cache data volume re-
ported again by the RLC;
and
after multiplying the cache data volume reported
again by the RLC with a preset factor, schedul-
ing, by the MAC, resources according to a prod-
uct from the multiplying.

5. A method of deactivating an SCC in carrier aggre-
gation, comprising:

MAC monitoring a cache data volume reported
each time by RLC, and when the cache data
volume is below a deactivation data volume
threshold, increasing a count value of an SCC
deactivating counter;
and
when a monitoring requirement is met and a ratio
of the count value of the SCC deactivating coun-
ter and a value of reported times of the RLC
reaches a preset deactivating threshold, deac-
tivating the SCC.

6. The method of clam 5, wherein the monitoring re-
quirement is met when:

a monitoring cycle is reached;
or
the value of the reported times of the RLC reach-
es the preset deactivating threshold.

7. The method of clam 5, wherein the deactivating the
SCC comprises:

transmitting, by the MAC over a PCC, a MAC
CE for deactivation in carrier aggregation;
and
after confirming downlink data packets of the
MAC CE are correctly communicated, the MAC
sending an SCC deactivation message to pri-
mary cell RLC and secondary cell MAC.

8. A device for activating an SCC in carrier aggregation,
comprising:

an activation monitoring component configured
to monitor a cache data volume reported each
time by RLC, and when the cache data volume
reaches an activation data volume threshold, to
increase a count value of an SCC activating
counter;
and
an activation component configured to activate
the SCC when a monitoring requirement is met
and a ratio of the count value of the SCC acti-
vating counter and a value of reported times of
the RLC reaches a preset activating threshold.

9. The device of claim 8, wherein the activation com-
ponent determines that the monitoring requirement
is met when:

the activation component determines that a
monitoring cycle is reached;
or
the activation component determines that the
value of the reported times of the RLC reaches
the preset activating threshold.

10. The device of claim 8, wherein the activation com-
ponent is configured to activate the SCC by:

transmitting over a PCC a MAC CE for activation
in carrier aggregation;
and
after confirming downlink data packets of the
MAC CE are correctly communicated, sending
an SCC activation message to primary cell RLC
and secondary cell MAC.

11. The device of claim 8, wherein after activating the
SCC, the activation component is further configured
to:

receive a cache data volume reported again by
the RLC;
and
multiply the cache data volume reported again
by the RLC with a preset factor, and schedule
resources according to a product.

12. A device for deactivating an SCC in carrier aggre-
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gation, comprising:

a deactivation monitoring component config-
ured to monitor a cache data volume reported
each time by RLC, and when the cache data
volume is below a deactivation data volume
threshold, to increase a count value of an SCC
deactivating counter;
and
a deactivation component configured to deacti-
vate the SCC when a monitoring requirement is
met and a ratio of the count value of the SCC
deactivating counter and a value of reported
times of the RLC reaches a preset deactivating
threshold.

13. The device of claim 12, wherein the deactivation
component determines that the monitoring require-
ment is met when:

the deactivation component determines that a
monitoring cycle is reached;
or
the deactivation component determines that the
value of the reported times of the RLC reaches
the preset deactivating threshold.

14. The device of claim 12, wherein the deactivation
component is configured to deactivate the SCC by:

transmitting over a PCC a MAC CE for deacti-
vation in carrier aggregation;
and
after confirming downlink data packets of the
MAC CE are correctly communicated, sending
an SCC deactivation message to primary cell
RLC and secondary cell MAC.
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